1. She could save your life at sea. (MW). Mae West
2. Will return in 2061. (HC). Haley’s Comet
3. Written by an ex slave trader. (AG). Amazing Grace
4. Are these reclusive and move sideways? (HC). Hermit Crabs
5. Careful you don’t give away your secrets here. (WG). Whispering Gallery
6. Four who were number one with two become one. (SG) Spice Girls
7. Game in which you can have a rest. (S) Snooker
8. Henry used to splash it all over. (B). Brut
9. Ginger beer and vodka is likely to give you a kick. (MM) Moscow Mule
10. Born in Beds later to make progress. (JB). John Bunyan
11. Said to have offered to buy finished the Way. (AW) Albert Wainwright
12. Is the plant found in unseasonably weather? (SIS) Snow In Summer
13. Is this where the runners live? (BS) Bow Street
14. Nobody expected this to lead to a comfy chair. (SI) Spanish Inquisition
15. Where Abraham, Thomas, Theo and George than life. (MR) Mount Rushmore
16. Do they open doors in America? (FK) Florida Keys
17. This character , who ate all the pies has a stat in Scotland. (DD) Desperate Dan
18. William often made her carry on screaming. (VEB) Violet Elizabeth Bott
19. Employed at Wimbledon to scare. (R) Rufus
20. City from tying up meat. (N) Nottingham
21. Part of his job is to look after the dollies. (KG) Key Grip
22. In charge of a puffer in Scotland. (PH) Para Handy
23. Was he hot stuff for the Rams. (BC) Bill Curry
24. Bird who upsets the chickens. (HH) Hen Harrier
25. Does this enable us to see the funny side? (AH). Aqueous Humour
26. Lacking courage in Ukraine. (CK). Chicken Kiev
27. Is this vegetable small, red and can only whisper? (HR) Horse Radish
28. Unlucky unlike Brie. (HC) Hard Cheese
29. Girl has a note with 13 in the team. (RL) Rugby League
30. Drink for a sunbathing Geordie. (NB) Newcastle Brown
31. Is this station falling down? (LB) London Bridge
32. Number 31 spans this now. (RC) River Colorado
33. Daughter of a one time R.B.C member casts . (IS). Izzy Sutie
34. Sounds like they are unlikely to run out of patience. (N) Nurses
35. Sparrow who did not regret anything. (EP) Edith Piaf
36. Deja Vu in February . (GD) Groundhog Day
37. Locally where to find Sophie under a spreading chestnut tree. (H) Horsley
38. Great mimic who can fly, but doesn’t sound very important. (MB) Myna Bird
39. Sad man unique to Derbyshire. (BJ) Blue John
40. Suitable for three tea dances. (CCC) Cha Cha Cha
41. Six sails , built two hundred and twenty two years ago. (HW) Heage Windmill
42. They must need a lot of Claritin in this village. (H) Hayfield
43. This song must have been easy to record. (SOS) Sound of Silence
44. This pub is not faraway and nowhere near a city wall. (GT) Greenhill Tavern
45. Round and dangerous? (VC) Vicious Circle
46. Charlie’s factory workers. (UL) Umpa Loompa
47. Did not have wings, but had its maiden flight in Hucknall. (FB) Flying Bedstead
48. Sounds like that this so is the rams lament. (INFAY) I’ll Never Find Another You
49. Good name for an inventor. (PP) Pat Pending
50. They make it snappy down under. (SC) Saltwater Crocodiles
51. Commentator who’s father gave his name to a Bond villain. (HB) Henry Blofeld
52. Reptile doing his sums. (A) Adder
53. Perhaps our prime minister will. (TM) Theresa May
54. Once taken from deep underneath our feet. (KS) Kilburn Seam
55. Locally born plotter who sounds like a real jewel. (HG) Henry Garnet
56. Mild, green and can make your hands feel as soft your face. (FL) Fairy Liquid
57. He grew up in Ilkeston and sings at Pride Park. (RL) Robert Lindsey
58. Increases movement on the Downs. (ES) Epsom Salts
59. Shape formed when the parrot has left. (P) Polygon
60. Sounds like 80 is part of a diet. (AN) Ate Nothing
61. Red, black,coral,yellow, white,north and dead. (SS) Seven Seas
62. Locally where a canal once was high above the railway, road. (BB) Bull Bridge
63. Say goodbye to these Russian people. (T) Tartar
64. Is this novel’s name written all the way through it? (BR) Brighton Rock
65. Was this a battle to find a place to watch the match? (SK) Spoin Kop
66. This Norfolk village can be noisy at night. (GS) Great Snoring
67. This could also be the river Rhine. (EDC) Eau De Cologne
68. Stairway to heaven in Derbyshire? (JL) Jacob’s Ladder
69. Keen dam builders. (EB) Eager Beavers
70. Place to question the girl. (A) Alaska
71. This gets wet when it dries. (T) Towel
72. Where you can get on the board for a five or ten. (LCG) Lord’s Cricket Ground
73. Is this what a biker’s coat turns into? (DLL) Daddy Long Legs
74. Area of London where motorists don’t h much patience? (TC) Tooting Common
75. Sounds like this country must have a lot of sunshine. (T) Tanzania
76. Reggae band must have claimed this. (UBF) Unemployment Benefit 40
77. Society member who weighed where we all live. (HC) Henry Cavendish
78. Considered the most deadly down under. (IT) Inland Taipan
79. Between two Scottish places name of a racer. (CD) Carl Davidson
80. Unkindness in London who are enlisted soldiers. (R) Ravens
81. Ideal to practice your times table punt underneath. (MB) Mathematical Bridge
82. Sounds like pairs enable these birds to do well. (T) Toucan